MID-CONTINENT REGION TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER TEAM (MCRTTT)

MEETING NOTES
Conference Call
December 20, 2017
10:00-11:00AM CST

Participants:
Angie Sherman, OSMRE MCR
Rawles, Roberts, Oklahoma Department of Mines
Mark Stacy, Indiana Dept. of Natural Resources
Acacia Croy, Oklahoma AML
Marlene Spence, Kansas Surface Mining Section Dept. of Health & Environment

Discussion:

- Federal budget – Continuing Resolution until Dec. 22; rule making on hold
- OSMRE is in the process of developing a quarterly tech transfer newsletter
- Applied Science project tracking changes coming soon– one page quarterly progress report will be available on the OSMRE applied science web page
- Continue to come up with topics for guest speaker or tech transfer event

The next scheduled conference call will be January 17, 2018, 10:00 AM CST.